The flow about slender, pointed bodies can be characterized by different
ops an unsteady yon Kgrmgn shedding.
As the angle of attack approaches 90°, the entire body length exhibits a time-dependent vortex shedding pattern. The current work uses three-dimensional, thin-layer Navier-Stokes simulations to investigate the physical mechanisms of asymmetric vortex shedding at a = 40°a nd a = 60°. The development of an asymmetric vortex pattern via a convective instability mechanism is investigated using tip bumps, surface roughness, and tip curvature. It's found that surface roughness simulations can incite an asymmetric vortex state at a = 60°which is consistent with the application of a tip bump, and the experimentally observed flowfield. The unsteady yon Kgrmg.n vortex shedding on the aft portion of the body is also well resolved. In order to numerically integrate tile governingequations,the spatial derivatives must be replacedi)y suitable finite-differencefornmlas. A straight-forward approach is to replace the inviscid derivatives with second-order,central-differenceoperators, and the viscousderivativeswith centered,second-ordermid-point operators. Unfortunately, this producesa schemewhich is moderatelyunstable in three dimensions3t This weakinstability can beovercomehoweverwith the addition of numerical dissipation of an order that doesn't interDre with the accuracyof any physical mechanisms. The explicit dissipation is scaledby the local flow propertiesto reduce it's influence within the boundary layer, wherethe natural Viscousdissipationof the Navier-Stokes equations _is suitable. •
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